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Section A (1 Mark)

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable nouns.

England is soon expected to announce measures to lift the restrictions across the .................... .

(a) city (b) world

(c) area (d) country

2. Choose the noun form of the given words.

Intend

(a) Intense (b) Intending

(c) Intention (d) Intended

3. Choose the sentence with demonstrative pronouns.

(a) This is the one I left in the car.

(b) We can’t all be heroes because somebody has to sit on the curb and clap as they go by.

(c) Shall we follow his instructions or theirs?

(d) The dog that stole my dinner is loitering outside.

4. Choose the sentence with incorrect usage of pronouns.

(a) I love myself more than I love anyone else.

(b) Does anybody have a clue where the dog went?

(c) The gangsters were fighting one another.

(d) The plants whom I bought yesterday are already stained.

5. Fill in the blank with suitable form of the verb.

India is a big importer of smartphones but is not ............. into any part of the production cycle,

be it components, final products or intellectual property.

(a) plugged (b) involved

(c) dealing (d) manufacturing

6. Identify the sentence with helping verb.

(a) I ran the mile at the track meet.

(b) Ava has moved her purse out of the way.

(c) You should sing the solo.

(d) We laughed so hard that we could not talk for a few minutes.

7. Fill in the blank with suitable adverb.

Alex ........ argues with me.

(a) ever (b) never (c) however (d) once

8. Replace the bold words with adverbs from the options. Choose option(d) if no change is

required.

I realise today is rainy, but can you do it tomorrow when it will be sunny?

(a) Tonight, today (b) Today, tonight

(c) Tomorrow, tonight (d) No change required
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9. Identify the sentence with superlative degree of adjective.

(a) The new paint on my car is so shiny!

(b) Margot is looking forward to wearing her Halloween costume on Monday.

(c) Karla was disappointed that her bag held the fewest coins.

(d) The American builder constructed a new house with French windows and wooden floors.

10. Fill in the blanks with suitable adjective.

Everyone was home for the holidays. What could make for ...................... Christmas than that?

(a) a merryer (b) the merriest (c) a merrier (d) merry

11. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles.

Please give me ......... large nail; it’s ......... only one strong enough to hold this painting.

(a) a, the (b) the, an (c) an, the (d) the, the

12. Choose the sentence with incorrect usage of articles.

(a) My sister was always good at the Maths.

(b) My daughter really wants a dog for Christmas.

(c) Somebody call a policeman!

(d) When I was at the zoo, I saw an elephant!

13. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.

This year, we’ve been having good harvests all .............. the country.

(a) among (b) between (c) below (d) around

14. Replace the underlined word with suitable preposition, from the options.

The old schoolhouse in the hilltop in haunted.

(a) with (b) inside (c) under (d) on

15. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction.

We can go to the beach ...................... to the mountain. I don't really mind.

(a) but (b) or (c) so (d) then

16. Combine the given sentence without changing their meaning.

The teacher didn’t punish the cheating student. He would never do it again.

(a) The teacher didn’t punish the cheating student in case he would never do it again.

(b) The teacher didn’t punish the cheating student provided that he would never do it again.

(c) The teacher didn’t punish the cheating student for fear that he would never do it again.

(d) The teacher didn’t punish the cheating student moreover that he would never do it again.

17. Fill in the blanks with correct tense form of the verb.

There are strict rules against students ............ their mobile phones inside the school premises.

(a) to use (b) are using (c) using (d) having used

18. Change into present perfect tense.

I put away all the laundry.

(a) I had put away all the laundry. (b) I has put away all the laundry.

(c) I have been putting away all the laundry. (d) I have put away all the laundry.
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19. Change the voice of the sentence given below.

Let her go out for a walk.

(a) It has been suggested that she should go out for a walk.

(b) It had been suggested that she should go out for a walk.

(c) It is suggested that she should go out for a walk.

(d) It was suggested that she should go out for a walk.

20. Fill in the blank to complete the passive/active voice of the given sentence.

Never disobey your elders.

...................... never to disobey your elders.

(a) You are asked (b) You are ordered

(c) You said (d) You are

Directions (21-25) Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

There was a strong breeze, which is unusual during a winter night in Gujarat. The sugarcane
swayed wildly under a moonless sky. I pulled my jacked around me and adjusted my binoculars.

“You won’t need them. It will come right down there, next to the cow,” village leader Hitesh Patel
whispered in my ears. I felt like asking him if it was safe on the roof where we were perched, but
then Vitthal Vasava signaled from the cow shed below. “It seems to be coming from the riverside,”
he said. “You will see it any moment. Stay still and don’t make any noise or you’ll invite trouble [8],”
Hitesh reminded me. Another couple of minutes passed and then a leopard leaped out from
behind the shed and made its way towards a cow that was chained to a tree nearby.

As the leopard closed to within ten metres, it seemed there would be no escape for the cow.
However, what I saw was something else – totally baffling. As if enacting a character from Rudyard
Kipling’s Jungle Book, the cat ducked under the cow’s neck, stretched out lazily and began to purr.
At first the cow ignored its companion but eventually gave in to the feline’s playful nudges[15] and
started licking its fur as if it was one of its calves. It started pushing the cow’s belly and after a
while, crept under her neck and lay there as if resting. Then it stood up and slowly walked back to
the riverside.

What could have caused this extraordinary behaviour[19]? It turned out that, about three years
ago, a female leopard had given birth to two cubs in a sugarcane field. The villagers had spotted
the family and had brought it in the notice of the forest officials. A few months later, a female
leopard was captured in the area and taken to the zoo. There was no report of the cubs. The
people believed the leopard that has been frequenting the village every night and playing with the
cow might be one of the two cubs. “It’s possible that this leopard cub would have seen the cow
and became imprinted on it,” Hitesh Patel suggested.

21. What were the men doing on the roof?

(a) They were enjoying the winter night in Gujarat.

(b) They wanted to have a good view of Vitthal Vasava.

(c) They wanted to keep a safe distance from the leopard.

(d) The men wanted to look at the leopard from a safe distance.

22. What kind of ‘trouble’ (line 8) was Hitesh referring to?

(a) The men falling from the roof. (b) The leopard attacking the cow.

(c) The men being attacked by the leopard. (d) The leopard ducking under the cow’s neck.



23. Why was the writer puzzled?

(a) The leopard purred like a cat. (b) The leopard did not kill the cow.

(c) The cow licked the leopard’s fur. (d) The leopard pushed the cow’s belly.

24. What was the cow’s reaction to the leopard’s ‘playful nudges’ (in line 15)?

(a) The cow was loving (b) The cow was pleased

(c) The cow was irritated (d) The cow was terrified

25. What do you think caused the leopard to behave in such an ‘extraordinary behaviour’?

(in line 19)

(a) The leopard had seen the cow before.

(b) The leopard enjoyed playing with the cow.

(c) The leopard treated the cow like its own kind.

(d) The leopard had been frequenting the village every night.

Directions (Q. Nos. 26-28) Format of a notice is given. Answer the question that follow.

26. Which of these is these is the first thing mentioned in a notice.

(a) Name of the organisation (b) Date

(c) Notice (d) Notice details

27. Where is the date mentioned in a notice?

(a) Top right (b) Bottom left

(c) Top left (d) Bottom right

28. Where is the name and designation of the authority mentioned?

(a) Top left (b) Top right

(c) Bottom left (d) Bottom right

29. Complete the following dialogue.

Father : Suniti, why are you in bed?

Suniti : .......................... and a stomach ache too.

Father : ............................ a doctor at once.

(a) I had fever, We must consult (b) I having fever, We must consult

(c) I have fever, We must consult (d) I had been in fever, We must consult
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30. Choose the correct response.

Good morning sir. Can I help you?

(a) Yes please. I want some shirts. (b) I will see some shirts myself.

(c) No please. I’d like to see some shirts. (d) Yes please. I’d like to see some shirts.

31. Choose the option that correctly changes the verb of the given sentence into direct speech.

She said that she was almost sure.

(a) ‘I am almost sure.’ (b) ‘Was almost sure.’

(c) ‘I have been almost sure.’ (d) ‘I had been almost sure’

32. A sentence is divided into three parts. Choose the part which contains an error. If the sentence

is grammatically correct, mark (d) ‘No error’ as your answer.

(a) We’re used to have a lot of (b) work to do, so meeting the

(c) deadline won’t be a problem. (d) No error

33. The given sentence is divided into four parts A, B, C and D.

Identify the part which has an error in it. If the sentence is grammatically correct, choose (d) ‘No

error’ as your answer.

The storm brought the (A)/ baseball game to a halt (B)/ and than subsided enough (C)/ for the

players to retake the field. (D)

(a) Only A (b) B and D

(c) Only C (d) No error

34. In the given question, a statement divided into different segments is given. The first segment is

fixed, rearrange the other segments to form a coherent statement.

With the growing number of vehicles/ and the increase in road lengths, (P)/ Indian roads are

spattered with blood (Q)/ as accidents resulting in injuries and fatalities (R)/ have been mounting

over the past twenty years. (S)

(a) PSQR (b) PQRS

(c) RPSQ (d) PSRQ

35. In the given question, there are five segments, find the segment which doesn’t contribute to the

main theme of the sentence and rearrange the remaining segments to make a coherent

sentence.

local young offenders teaching them (A)/ This is an intergenerational project, (B)/ where older

people work with (C)/ to recruit knowledgeable all-rounders (D)/ gardening skills on a nearby

allotment (E)

(a) ADEC (b) BCAE

(c) EBAD (d) None of these

36. In the following question, two statements with blanks are given. Choose the option that fits

correctly in both the blanks.

I. It is hard to believe the ............. of operations involved in this activity.

II. The map is drawn to a ............. of 1 inch to 50 km.

(a) magnitude (b) size

(c) scale (d) proportion



37. Fill in the blanks with suitable options.

After her failure, she .......... that she has to work hard to start ......... and also learn ........... and

useful skills.

(a) new, knew, anew

(b) knew, anew, new

(c) anew, new, knew

(d) knew, new, anew

38. Match the words given in List-I with their synonyms given in List-II

List I List II

A. Ominous 1. Deduce

B. Extrapolate 2. Gloomy

C. Courteous 3. Apocalyptic

D. Melancholy 4. Polite

Codes

A B C D A B C D

(a) 3 4 2 1 (b) 3 1 4 2

(c) 3 2 1 4 (d) 3 2 4 1

39. Choose the correct one word substitution for the given words.

Printing using a stone or a metal plate with a completely smooth surface.

(a) Lithography (b) Pathology

(c) Geography (d) Calligraphy

40. Fill the blank with correct idiom/phrase.

His diving catch at the crunch moment in the match .................. .

(a) took my breath away

(b) burnt the candles at both ends

(c) Ran around in circles

(d) in the same breath

Section B (2 Marks)

41. Read the sentences carefully and choose the option with correct usage of noun.

A. I gave him a few advice.

B. A herd of cattle was grazing nearby.

C. We faced trouble in driving through the mountains.

D. Please pass a glass of water to me.

Codes

(a) Only option B is correct (b) Both B and D are correct

(c) B, C and D are correct (d) Only D is correct
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42. Choose the sentence with the correct order of the adverb.

1. My brother had enough sleep barely.

2. He sincerely asked me to move seats.

3. I joyously shouted at the top of my lungs.

4. I have been waiting patiently for two hours.

Codes

(a) Both 1 and 2 (b) 1, 2 and 3

(c) 2, 3 and 4 (d) All of these

43. Given below are two statements marked as Assertion(A) and Reason (R).

Read both the statements carefully and choose the correct the correct option from the

following.

Assertion (A) Preposition of direction tells the readers about the direction in which something

or someone is moving.

Reason (R) Preposition of direction describes a direction between two nouns, e.g. Arun sat near
the campfire. Here, we know about the direction in which Arun sat (close to) the campfire.

Codes

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A

(b) Both A and R are true, but R is not the correct explanation of A

(c) A is true, but R is false

(d) A is false, but R is true

44. Complete the blank to frame a sentence in passive voice properly.

A poll on how many women seek healthcare facilities for childbirth ............ (conduct) by me for

my year end project in my neighbourhood; this ............ (mean) I ............ (interview) my

neighbours in their homes.

(a) were conducted, means, interviewed

(b) was conducted, meant, was interviewing

(c) is conducted, meant, may interview

(d) are conducted, meant, was interviewing

45. In the following statements, state true or false.

1. This is strictly between you and I, the boss is not a good person.

2. I wanted to talk to you yesterday, but you were engrossed in some work.

3. Oh my God! The cheese is past its expiry date.

(a) 1-T, 2-F, 3-F (b) 1-F, 2-T, 3-F (c) 1-F, 2-T, 3-T (d) All are true

46. Choose the incorrect option.

A. One who talks of his achievements – Philanthropist

B. A process involving too much official formality- Red-tapism

C. Government wing responsible for making rules –Executive

D. Large number of people affected by a disease-Epidemic

Codes

(a) Only A (b) Both A and C

(c) Both B and D (d) Only D



47. Complete the second sentence with a phrasal verb so that the meaning of both the sentences

are similar.

“Can I rely on you for your support?” said Richa to her husband.

“Can I ............. you for your support?” said Richa to her husband.

(a) count on (b) count in (c) count up (d) count with

Directions (Q. Nos. 48 and 49) This is a Diary Entry written by Anita. Read the following and fill in
the blanks.

21st November, 2020

Saturday, 10:30 PM

Dear .....(31)...... ,

Today, I am going to tell you about an unusual fruit that was brought by Uncle Levin. The fruit is
attractively coloured. It’s outer covering was red and it looked like a bulging rose bud. The inside is
soft milky white flesh speckled with tiny black seeds. Uncle said that it is called Dragon fruit and
was imported from Vietnam.

I ate a small piece and liked its flavor. I will ask mother to buy it in larger quantities. Uncle told us
that the fruit is considered the symbol of luck and good fortune.

Now, I am feeling sleepy, must retire to my bed.

......(32).....

48. (a) Anita (b) uncle

(c) mother (d) diary

49. (a) Best wishes (b) Yours affectionately

(c) Good night (d) Take care

50. In this question two statements are given. Find out which of these sentence is a fact and which is

an opinion. Mark F for fact and O for opinion.

1. Thunderstorms are very frightening.

2. There is more number of thunderstorms in summers than in winters.

(a) 1-F, 2-O (b) 1-O, 2-F

(c) 1-F, 2-F (d) 1-O, 2-O
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ANSWER KEY

English Class 7th

1. (d) 18. (d) 35. (b)

2. (c) 19. (c) 36. (c)

3. (a) 20. (a) 37. (b)

4. (d) 21. (d) 38. (b)

5. (a) 22. (c) 39. (a)

6. (b) 23. (b) 40. (a)

7. (b) 24. (a) 41. (c)

8. (d) 25. (c) 42. (c)

9. (c) 26. (a) 43. (b)

10. (c) 27. (c) 44. (b)

11. (d) 28. (c) 45. (c)

12. (a) 29. (c) 46. (a)

13. (d) 30. (d) 47. (a)

14. (d) 31. (a) 48. (d)

15. (b) 32. (a) 49. (c)

16. (b) 33. (c) 50. (b)

17. (c) 34. (b)






